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Introduction. Learning to match candidates with job offers is a

major challenge for any institution’s human-resources department.

The fast development of online job-boards (Monster, JobTeaser . . . )
and professional social networks such as LinkedIn, makes this task

increasingly crucial. As such, improving profile modeling on both

users and jobs may allow developing new tools to suggest relevant

skills and to connect unformatted job titles and descriptions to

standardized ontologies like ESCO (https:// ec.europa.eu/ social/main.
jsp?catId=1326).

We propose a method to learn and evaluate professional pro-

files using the information contained in a user’s LinkedIn profile.

Unlike traditional Expertise Matching methods that mainly rely

on categorical data, we aim at building meaningful professional

representations using only user-generated texts (their job titles and

descriptions) during training in a self-supervised setting. We want

our profiles to encode a sufficient amount of information to predict

the future of users’ careers. We also try to determine the skills and

the industrial field associated with a profile.

While text representation has long been performed at the docu-

ment level in a bag-of-words setting [2], Word2vec [7] enables us

to predict words in a local context opening the way for meaningful

word embeddings and text generation applications. A second gener-

ation of language models introduces a solution to take into account

out-of-vocabulary words through subword information encoding

[3] and evenmore recent proposals focus on contextual embeddings

and generative settings to improve sentence understanding [9].

In the field of professional profile extraction, [1] exploit a super-

vised framework to identify fake profiles on LinkedIn; our approach

is closer to Text Summarization [6, 8] in the sense that we do not
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Figure 1: User’s profile schema. A user is composed of their
past jobs, their industry and their skills. The last job, 𝑗𝑇+1, the
industry and the skills are the labels we use to evaluate our
𝑧𝑢 . The skills and industry are categorical values, whereas 𝑗𝑡
is free text.

rely on supervision to learn profiles. On top of that, we also aim

at generating texts to predict the next job of a particular user. Our

framework Resume relies on state-of-the-art robust language mod-

els to encode textual information [3, 9]. Then we aggregate job

embeddings to build a user representation. On top of this frame-

work, our main contribution resides in the evaluation approach; we

were provided with more than 500k LinkedIn pages (Fig. ??) which
enables us to measure quantitatively our ability to predict skills

and industrial field for our set of users. We also provide an original

RNN based generative approach for the next job prediction task as

well as an evaluation procedure relying on a summarizing metric

[5]. In this extended abstract, we introduce our models and learning

setups as well as our results, highlighting that the noise level in the

raw data leads to a surprising ranking of our approaches.

Models. We aim at building a representation z𝑢 of our users using

only their past jobs. We evaluate the meaningfulness of our users’

representations through 3 tasks: the prediction of their skill set, the

prediction of their industrial field and the generation of their last job.

We refer to them as the Skill Predictor, the Industry Predictor, and

the Last Job Decoder. Each of them is fed our user representation

and outputs respectively their skill set, the domain they work in

(or industry), and their last job. Our approach relies on the fact that

a semantically rich representation of our users would allow very

simple predictors to extract relevant, implicit information from

them.
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Table 1: Experimental results on the classification tasks.
Model F1 score - Skills Prediction Accuracy - Industry Prediction

Most Common 24.0% 6.3%

𝐹𝑇𝑝𝑡 (pre-trained FastText) 40.9% 35.6%

𝐹𝑇𝐶𝑉 (CV-oriented FastText) 42.4% 38.4%
ELMo 39.0% 30.7%

Table 2: Experimental results on job prediction.

Model

Bleu score (Last Job)

Bleu Bleu-1 Bleu-2 Bleu-3 Bleu-4

Most Common 0.00 33.3 0.3 0.0 0.0

𝐹𝑇𝑝𝑡 (pre-trained FastText) 1.91 20.6 3.5 0.8 0.2

𝐹𝑇𝐶𝑉 (CV-oriented FastText) 2.15 22.2 3.8 0.9 0.3
ELMo 1.74 22.5 3.8 0.6 0.2

Formally, each user’s raw data consists in a set J𝑢 of chronolog-

ically ordered free texts: J𝑢 = { 𝑗0, . . . , 𝑗𝑇 , 𝑗𝑇+1}. The user is also
associated to a set of skills described as a binary vector in the skill

domain: s𝑢 ∈ {0, 1}𝑆 . The industrial field is denoted 𝑏𝑢 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝐵}.
Our models are composed of a job encoder that deals with raw texts

and a job aggregator that outputs a user profile: z𝑗𝑡 = 𝑒𝑛𝑐 ( 𝑗𝑡 ),
z𝑢 = 𝑎𝑔𝑔(z𝑗0 , . . . , z𝑗𝑇 ). Then we train three independent compo-

nents tackling the next job prediction task �̂�𝑇+1 = 𝑑𝑒𝑐 (z𝑢 ), the
skill prediction ŝ𝑢 = 𝑓𝑠 (z𝑢 ) and the industrial field categorization

𝑏𝑢 = 𝑓𝑏 (z𝑢 ). Note that while both the Skill Predictor and the In-

dustry Predictor are simple, 2-layers MLP, the Last Job Decoder is

composed of an extra recurrent layer so as to generate sentences.

Our data is noisy and contains a lot of out-of-vocabulary or rare

tokens (e.g. product names or misspelled words). We thus choose

recent text-encoding models capable of leveraging subwords infor-

mation: FastText and ELMo. As FastText is light and easy to train,

we will compare pre-trained and specifically trained embeddings

on our different tasks. ELMo is a recent language model relying

on contextual embeddings: words’ representations depend on their

contexts. In practice, z𝑤 are obtained after running a bi-directional

recurrent neural network over the text: z𝑤 is an aggregation of

the representations of previous words until𝑤 in one direction and

of the following words in the other direction. As opposed to Fast-

Text, ELMo relies upon millions of parameters and we will only use

the pre-trained version of this language model. In this work, a job

𝑗𝑡 = (𝑤 (𝑡 )
1

, ...,𝑤
(𝑡 )
𝑁

) is simply encoded by averaging all its words’

representations: z𝑗𝑡 = 1

𝑁

∑𝑁
𝑛=1 z𝑤 (𝑡 )

𝑛
. Then, we represent users as

an aggregation of their jobs: z𝑢 = 1

𝑇+1
∑𝑇
𝑡=0 z𝑗𝑡 .

Results. The results of our classification tasks on skills and industry

prediction and those of text generation are reported in Table 1 and

Table 2 respectively. Those results show that the 𝐹𝑇𝐶𝑉 outperforms

the other models in both skills and industry prediction, as well as in

text generation. This ranking among our approaches is surprising,

it points out that the CV style does not follow a classical language

model: a (very) robust and dedicated model is required to tackle

misspellings, abbreviations, ellipses, acronyms that characterize the

fast writing style observed on CV. The same kind of conclusions

has been drawn in [4].

Such results, while initially counter-intuitive, can be empirically

understood when taking a closer look at the predictions. The last

job generation highlights the difficulty for our models to generate

long job descriptions as well as very specific sentences. For instance,

the encoding-decoding process gives:

GT:

Title: E-commerce Consultant,
Desc: My mission consists in reaching the goals set up by the
clients regarding their profitability and/or notoriety issues [...]

𝐹𝑇𝑝𝑡

Title: Marketing Manager,
Desc: Management of the client relationship, Social networks man-
agement, Social networks management [...]

𝐹𝑇𝐶𝑉

Title: Marketing Manager,
Desc: Managing the communication strategy and the communi-
cation strategy for clients[...]

ELMo

Title: Secteur Manager,
Desc: Management of the client relationship, [UNK], stock man-
agement, stock management [...]

Such predictions highlight the complexity and diversity of our

data. While not human-like, those predictions can add a lot of value

to a CV database as they capture the essence of a career. The analysis

of both skills and industry prediction for all three models indicate

that a consequent part of the wrong predictions make sense to a

human reader. For instance, a profile containing the skills Office
Pack, Photoshop and Marketing is predicted to have the Microsoft
Word, Adobe Photoshop and Digital Marketing skills. Similarly, a

Developer working in the Pharmaceutical Industry can be either

predicted in the “IT” or the “Pharmaceutical” industry. Those ob-

servations lead us to believe that the representation of our users is

rather satisfactory. Most prediction errors are understandable and

could be tackled by a more thorough data pre-processing.
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